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65 x 95 cm, printed both sidesANTARCTICA ECOMAPThe North of the Peninsula is the most

visited part of Antarctica every summer. Glaciers, inlets and sailing ports, scientific stations, etc. On

the back side large maps of the main visited islands and ports. Artistic drawings of birds and

mammals.ECOMAPA PENINSULA ANTARTICAEl norte de la Peninsula Antartica, el lugar mas

recorrido por visitantes en todo el continente. Glaciares, caletas y puertos puertos deportivos, bases

cientificas, etc. En el dorso ampliaciones de islas y puertos visitados, ademas de graficos y datos

actualizados. Ilustraciones de pinguinos, cetaceos, pinnipedos, aves, etc. Nomenclatura argentina e

internacional.
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El norte de la PenÃƒÂnsula AntÃƒÂ¡rtica, el lugar mÃƒÂ¡s recorrido por visitantes de todo el

continente. Glaciares, caletas y puertos deportivos, bases cientÃƒÂficas, etc. En el dorso

ampliaciones de islas y puertos visitados, ademÃƒÂ¡s de grÃƒÂ¡ficos y datos actualizados.

Ilustraciones de pinguinos, cetÃƒÂ¡ceos, pinnipedos, aves, etc. Nomenclatura argentina e

internacional.

Sergio Zagier divides his time between the publishing work at office and traveling to get raw material

for his photographs and journal articles in international media. Director of Zagier & Urruty

Publications, he is also an amateur historian and rare book collector about Patagonia, Tierra del

Fuego & Antarctica. At present he is a consultant for the Ministry of Tourism of Argentina. He is a



member of The Explorers Club and the Ernie Club.

Since my trip is still in the future I can not say how useful this map will be. However, it looks like it

will be. The detail on the Peninsula is wonderful. The map is quite large (37" x 25"). On the one

side, place names are in Spanish with some named also in English. Enlarged sections on the back

mostly have both languages. I don't think the language will make any deterrent to the map's

usefulness. On the first side there are fine, almost photographic quality drawings of various

penguins, birds, seals and whales which are titled in English, Spanish and scientific names. I may

take some tape along so the map can be out and up for easy reference in my cabin. The reverse

side has enlarged map portions from the first side. Here are the Shetland Islands in detail as well as

the peninsula west coast, the north peninsula, and two maps (one of just the peninsula and the

other of the rest of the continent) marking each of the scientific bases with the name of the country

manning them. Ah, yes and a picture of the Humpback Whale. I am quite pleased with this map and

have been using it as I've been working my way through a description of each of the places one

might stop on a trip there. Can't wait to go!

Absolutely terrific map of the Antarctic peninsula. Includes a large map of the entire peninsula with

several enlarged areas to show detail. I easily located all the stops we made on our journey. I wish I

had purchased this map, instead of the other that I purchased, prior to the journey.

Bought this for use during our Antarctic cruise and it was great to track and record our ship's

movement. This way I know what the photos are of when editing them.

I didn't realize this was in Spanish

This has much more than I imagined and for the price was great. Made of good material with will

endure folding and unfolding many times. Buy it!

Totally useless map - in Spanish to begin with which isn't that bad, but it is arranged badly. Can't

find anything on it. Wish I had not bought it.

Very useful map for planning purposes and to follow your itinerary while in the region. The general

map 1:1.500.000 is supplemented by many detailed maps of local areas of interest to visitors in



cruise boats. Sturdy paper and good quality graphics. Bonus: some sketches of animals one is likely

to encounter on the trip.
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